
Crowd simulation

- simulation of large group of characters with respect to their individuality

- simulate crowd behaviour (in an emergency, specific situation)
- movie (battle scenes, virtual cities)
- computer game (agents, NPC)



Crowd simulation

- complex psychological model

- high-level control - pathfinding, decision making, communications with other 
agents

- low-level control - motion, collision avoidance, social forces, perception
- controls basic movement

- social forces
- attractive
- repulsive
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breadth-first search (BFS) - O(V+E), finding the shortest path in unweighted graph

  at home  
  going to food market   
  waiting to get in 
  eating 
  lost patience, searching for others 
  discussing alternatives 
  going home 



FVector Agent::otherAgentsRepulsionForce(std::vector<Agent*>& others) {

return force;
}

https://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1223
&amp;context=hms 
Controlling Individual Agents in High-Density Crowd 
Simulation Nuria Pelechano 

https://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1223&amp;context=hms
https://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1223&amp;context=hms


FVector Agent::otherAgentsAvoidanceForce(std::vector<Agent*>& others) {

return force;
}

distance weight

orientation difference weight



FVector Agent::otherAgentsAvoidanceForce(std::vector<Agent*>& others) {

return force;
}

distance weight

orientation difference weight

GetSafeNormal()

Agent.h
- radius
- personalSpaceEpsilon
- vel



- N. Pelechano, J. M. Allbeck, and N. I. Badler. Controlling individual agents in 
high-density crowd simulation. In Proceedings of the 2007 ACM 
SIGGRAPH/Eurographics Symposium on Computer Animation, SCA ’07, page 
99–108, Goslar, DEU, 2007. Eurographics Association.

- Emese Szabó, Vojtěch Tomas Crowd simulation during a pandemic, MMA 
semester project December 2020


